
What all this ammunition has in common is the
405-grain bullet trajectory that looks a lot like a
rainbow. Starting at 100 yards, we had to know
bullet drop in inches every 10 yards. We were both
using aperture sights and calculated our maximum
range to be approximately 150 yards.

RUNNING BUFF!
I arrived a day before my friend and after see-

ing to the administrative issues, we were off look-
ing for a herd of cows. My guide, Bronc Speaks-
thunder, was very confident that we would find
what we were looking for. The highlight of the trip
took place shortly after the hunt started. The dom-
inant terrain feature on the north side of the Fort
Belknap Reservation is Snake Butte. It was 18
degrees out, with snow on the ground and over-
cast when the hunt started – conditions were per-
fect. We spotted a large herd, perhaps 200 ani-
mals at a great range on a flat backed by moun-
tains. As I glassed this mob, the sun came out and
everything took on a soft yellow glow and the
herd thundered (I was too far away to hear) off of
the flat. For those few seconds I was with buffalo
hunter Walter Cooper in 1873 Montana.

Bronc located a heard of cows. We discussed
the stalk and the exact critter he wanted me to
kill. I could tell the one I wanted at half a mile
and he agreed. The best part was he didn’t hang

on to me through the stalk. The exact dialog fails
me, but it was your basic smack on the hip and a
hearty, “Go get ’er, kid!” Dressed in my over-
whites, I felt invisible. To my horror, I discovered
at this point that my squad leader had failed to do
pre-combat checks on my gear, and the batteries
in my rangefinder were bad. This was all old
school, not even binoculars; just me, the beast
and my Sharps. Hugging the terrain, and using the
little folds, I was able to close to what I thought
was inside of 150 yards. I put the shooting sticks
up, ran the rifle out and heard a solid hit.

The buffalo behaved just as the old hunters had
said they would. The younger cows gathered
around the wounded cow and pushed her until she
could not keep up. This is where I should tell you
that I put a finishing shot in her and it was over.
No, shooters, it was not that easy. The key here is
that buffalo vitals are well forward in the chest. If
you shoot behind the elbow, at best, you will strike
the back third of the lung. I will leave you with: I
got my money’s worth, and collected my buffalo.

The next morning, I accompanied Colonel
Hamilton on his hunt for a bull. After about three
hours, we found some bulls on top of Snake Butte.
This was hard – only one approach and no cover.
Here again, I think the importance of using over-
whites can’t be overstated. We didn’t know how
close the bulls would let us get before they broke.
We stopped and ranged the right bull. He was at
124 yards. Feedback indicated a solid hit, and
there was much milling about in the heard. Again,
the bulls acted as the experts said they would. Two
lesser bulls escorted the wounded bull away. While
this was going on, the wounded bull stood in front
of a “trophy” bull. The only comparison I have is a
D-7 Caterpillar dozer parked beside a D-9. Colonel
Hamilton put his third round right into the lungs
and the great beast expired. Buffalo are big; I think
it got a bit darker when the big bull died.

At the end of the day, I’d taken an old dry cow
and hung 500 pounds of meat, and Colonel
Hamilton took a mature bull that hung at 800
pounds. We both opted to have skull mounts done
and they look simply magnificent. Skull mounts
are orders of magnitude cheaper than shoulder
mounts on buffalo, they are classy and they speak
directly to the culture of the plains.

This was much more than “just another hunt-
ing trip.” The place, which is not far from the spot
where Chief Joseph stopped the retreat of the Nez
Perce tribe and surrendered to General Miles in
October 1877, is rich in culture and history. For
you deer hunters, the Milk River is the north
boundary of the Fort Belknap Reservation. This
hunt was really about two old soldiers who finally
had the time to chase the dreams of their youth. It
was a grand adventure.
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nin’ Buff!
“This was much more than 
‘just another hunting trip,’
it was really about two old 

soldiers who finally had the 
time to chase the dreams 

of their youth.”
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